DIRECTIONS 717

SUBARU FRONT

STEP #1.

Remove the existing anti-sway bar. It is located to the rear of
the wheels and the bar ends attach to the control struts.

STEP #2.

NOTE: Due to the thicker steel of the ADDCO bar, it is not run
up over the exhaust as there would be insufficient clearance
between the exhaust pipe and the frame structure. Place the
large D-shaped rubber bushings on the bar next to the shoulder
bends and place bar in position. If the bar touches the exhaust,
then insert the spacer between the bar bracket and bushings.

STEP #3.

Using the existing nuts and bolts that held the original brackets,
attach the two halves of the supplied two piece brackets loosely.
Lift bar mid-section into position and close the bracket halves
around the bushing. Start the center bolt to connect the two
halves. Fully tighten the original bolts, and then return and
tighten the center bolt until the assembly is secure.

STEP #4.

Assemble the brackets and plates loosely to the bar eyes as
illustrated (flat side of the bracket goes to the bar eye, the
formed end is up and the base plate is outboard), using only the
longer bolt that goes through the bar eye.

STEP #5.

Slip the small D-shaped bushings around the control strut at the
point that the original bar attached. With the car resting on it's
front wheels, raise the bar ends up and close the bracket and
base plate around the D-shaped bushing on the strut. Start the
upper (shorter) bolt and lock-nut. Tighten all lock-nuts to
20ft/lbs.

STEP #6.

After the installation is complete, bounce the car to check the
clearance of all parts throughout the suspension travel distance.

STEP #7.

Road test the car to familiarize yourself with its new handling.
As we cannot supervise your installation or driving, we cannot
be responsible for more than the cost of the kit. For best
balance and control, this kit should be used in conjunction with
our rear kit #352 (2wd) or #353 (4wd).
HARDWARE
2 RH 046C Brackets
2 RH 034 Plates
2 RH 031 Plates
2 RH O53 Brackets
2 UB 610 Bushings
2 UB 613B Bushings
4 RH 104 Washers
4 RH 304 Lock-Nuts
2 RH 214 Bolts
2 RH 226 Bolts

